strongSwan - Issue #3411

Overlapping networks
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<td>Category:</td>
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Description

Hi,
How to nat overlapping networks? both side strongswan on ubuntu 16.04

History

#1 - 14.04.2020 14:25 - Tobias Brunner
- Status changed from New to Feedback
- Priority changed from High to Normal

The [ikev2/net2net-same-nets](#) scenario provides an example (but see [ConfigurationExamplesNotes](#)).

#2 - 14.04.2020 15:54 - Andy Marliyev

Tobias Brunner wrote:

The [ikev2/net2net-same-nets](#) scenario provides an example (but see [ConfigurationExamplesNotes](#)).

Thank you Tobias. Issue resolved!

#3 - 14.04.2020 15:54 - Tobias Brunner
- Status changed from Feedback to Closed
- Assignee set to Tobias Brunner
- Resolution set to No change required